
Mobile Heartbeat Appoints Dr. Annabaker Garber, RN, PhD as Chief Clinical Officer

Mobile Heartbeat, the leading clinical communication and collaboration company, recently announced the appointment of Dr. Annabaker Garber,
RN, PhD as Chief Clinical Officer. Dr. Garber has served as an advocate for Mobile Heartbeat’s flagship platform, MH-CURE, for several years
after championing an enterprise-wide implementation of the platform during her time of administration at HCA Healthcare.

Dr. Garber brings several years of clinical, administrative, and technical experience to her new role as Chief Clinical Officer after leading several
application implementations at HCA Healthcare, directing Clinical Informatics at Massachusetts General Hospital, and serving as the Chief
Nursing Informatics Officer at Swedish Medical Center in Seattle, WA.

“I have been witness to the ways Mobile Heartbeat has transformed facilities,” said Dr. Garber. “Communication is at the heart of everything
clinicians do. MH-CURE has been a fundamental aspect of how care is delivered, and to take part in the creation of these building blocks of
communication is powerful.”

Mobile Heartbeat will work with Dr. Garber’s firsthand experience in the clinical space to cement communication methods geared toward clinical
adoption and implementation with customers at the forefront of every decision, and special emphases in supporting user workflows to identify
best practices.

“Our customers will get the benefit of her many years of experience deploying technology to nurses and clinicians,” said Mobile Heartbeat COO,
Mike Detjen. “Her insight will influence our product roadmap and help our customers drive adoption and value from our platforms.”

Dr. Garber joins the Mobile Heartbeat Team sharing a mutual vision: the commitment to accelerating the healthcare enterprise through
enhanced communication to improve patient care.
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